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Introduction 
Since the advent of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), organizations have captured increasing amounts of risk-

related information about their businesses. To better communicate risk information, and sort and categorize 

data from multiple sources, many ERM leaders have implemented dashboards. A dashboard is a representation 

of an organization’s information in a visual, identifiable, easily digestible way. In the context of ERM, dashboards 

are used to create structure and to organize key risk information for effective decision making. The purpose of 

this case study is to capture and share ERM dashboard practices such that ERM practitioners will be able to 

benchmark or improve their organization’s dashboard process.  
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Process & Participants 
To identify unique and helpful practices in ERM dashboard reporting, this case study was conducted by 

interviewing and researching twenty organizations from nine different industries. As seen in the chart below, the 

number of organizations ranged across industries with each entity identified by a specific letter. Throughout the 

case study, specific participants will be referenced using only these letter identifiers to ensure anonymity. 
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The participant organizations included public, private, and not-for-profit organizations with annual revenues 

ranging from $36 million to over $40 billion. Across all participants the number of full-time equivalents dedicated 

to the ERM function varied. The chart below displays the number of full-time equivalents within each participant 

organization according to their industry, revenue, and type (Public, Private, NFP).1 

 

 

The interviews were conducted by asking questions that focused primarily on the ERM dashboard reporting 

process, but also included questions about the ERM department structure as well. The dashboard-specific 

questions were grouped by the following subjects: dashboard organization, preparation, distribution, 

effectiveness, and evolution. Dashboard organization questions were developed to identify types of risks and 

thresholds visualized on the dashboards. We also inquired about the dashboard preparation process including 

the use of software versus manual functions, and data gathering timelines as they relate to production and 

distribution. Finally, we sought to identify effectiveness and evolution information from ERM leaders to glean 

development obstacles and future improvement plans. 

                                                                            

1 There was one outlier participant organization within the Finance and Insurance industry not displayed in this chart, 

which had approximately 260 FTEs and annual revenues of $40.5B. 
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Dashboard Methods Compared Across 
Participants 
With the broad range of industries and various sizes of the organizations we interviewed, it is not surprising that 

we found a broad range in the number of risks reported on the dashboards. In the chart below, we have grouped 

the organizations according to the number of risks reported on its dashboard.  

 

As visualized by the data above, risks reported on the dashboard extended from 4 to 25 top risks, where most of 

the organizations reported between 4-10 risks. Out of the 20 participants, there were 18 participants who had 

dashboards in place. The two organizations which did not yet have functioning dashboards, organizations N and 

Q, were omitted from the stacked bar graph above. In most cases (14 organizations) key risk indicators (KRIs) 

were reported on dashboards; however, 4 participants indicated they had not yet developed KRIs. 
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There were various methodologies used to collect data for the dashboards. We found that many organizations 

required the risk owners to update their owned risk(s) on the dashboard directly. The permissions granted to edit 

the dashboards varied from organization to organization. When dashboards were unable to be edited by the risk 

owners themselves, the intermediary (generally the ERM team) will request the information and update the 

dashboard.  

 

As shown in the visual above, while a few organizations produced a dashboard biweekly or monthly, the most 

common practice was to produce a dashboard quarterly. One organization, organization E, would update the 

dashboard when the risk owners deemed it necessary. Whenever the risk owner had any new key information, 

the risk owners were responsible for updating the dashboard accordingly. These updates were generally 

reviewed and confirmed by the ERM team.  
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Practical Applications of Dashboard Best Practices 
The research team sought to establish the key features that distinguish an effective management dashboard. 

Through research and observations made across study participants, we identified dashboard best practices and 

key features used in dashboards. According to the International Journal of Market Research, the successful 

development and implementation of a management dashboard hinges on five value adds to the organization: 

deciding on the right key performance indicators, data that is easily understood, following a call-to-action 

approach, developing a design for gained insight, and encouraging users to take action.2  

Dashboard developers must decide on the right performance metrics to ensure presented information is 

meaningful, relevant, and has a direct impact to the users of the dashboard. The data should be easily understood 

and should be organized in a manner that does not overwhelm the user with excessive text and numerical data. 

The integration of visuals should serve a purpose to the information being conveyed, delivering readability and 

intuition to the audience. Visuals should support and communicate pertinent risk data collected by the ERM 

team. One ERM leader told us that focusing on the needs of the audience while also fully communicating all 

relevant risk information is key to effective dashboard utilization that leads to action. 

The call-to-action approach is a visual hint that prompts the user to take certain measures using visual alerts that 

capture the attention of the user such as thresholds, tolerances, and benchmarks. Dashboards that deliver insight 

inform the user about the need for action, deliver causal information, and foster effective decision making. 

Ultimately, the dashboard should turn information into insight and insight into effective action.  

Taking these suggested dashboard best practices into consideration, we observed practical applications of these 

concepts across case study participants.3 We have included on the following pages excerpts from several different 

companies’ dashboards to illustrate those concepts. 

                                                                            
2 Skroka, Alexander (2017), Successful dashboard implementation in practice- How to overcome implementation barriers 
and ensure long-term sustainability. International Journal of Market Research, Vol. 59 Issue 2. DOI: 10.2501/IJMR-2017-017 
3 Please refer to Appendix C: Participants’ Dashboard Samples to view these examples and others in complete form.  

“It comes down to understanding the audience 

and what they want to see, but we also have to 

keep our own independence.” 

-ERM Leader 
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Range of acceptable 
performance varies based 
on the risk.  

Risk Appetite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participant H utilizes an enterprise dashboard that presents the top risks to the organization graphically in a series 

of tiled plotted line graphs. The enterprise risk indicator would be displayed in the upper-left corner of each tile, 

as shown by the red arrow to the ellipsis. The risk indicator’s target performance is listed directly underneath its 

name to visually draw attention to how its actual performance compares to the established target performance. 

The audience is alerted to the performance of the risk indicator based on the red (R), yellow (Y) or green (G) tile 

color. The legend shows the viewer how the risk indicators are performing against the entity’s tolerance limits. 

Further, the tile color also indicates what action is required based on the risk indicator’s performance such as 

manager attention or reporting to the board.  

 

The line graphs reflect how the risk is trending over time and how it is performing relative to the established risk 

appetite, displayed using a dotted line. The use of green, yellow, and red banding depicts the risk tolerance the 

entity has set for these metrics. The color banding varies based on the risk being evaluated, so there are risks that 

may be in danger of performing too low or too high as shown in the red tile on the left above (red band at top and 

bottom of the graph). The middle tile reflects a risk indicator where there is only a danger of the metric being too 

high (red band is only at the top). The ranges of acceptable performance therefore will vary based on the nature 

and target performance levels of each risk indicator. The plotted line graphs, while seemingly simple, 

communicate a variety of risk information to the audience in a concise manner. This dashboard effectively 

illustrates the call-to-action approach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enterprise Risk 

Indicator 

Target Performance 

Participant H: Call-to-Action Approach Example 
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Participant L has developed a dashboard that visualizes forward-looking information concerning their enterprise 

risks. The risk sensing dashboard displays the risk on the left with the trend shown on a color scale. The circle 

represents current exposure, the star represents risk appetite, and the bar can be used to show prior period 

exposure to illustrate progress of the risk management plan. The right side of the dashboard shows the risk’s 

relevant drivers. The drivers are displayed with the same color scale and symbols to indicate exposure, appetite, 

and historic trends as seen on the primary risk. Separating out the risk drivers for each risk helps the viewer 

recognize risk changes in advance of them creating a risk concern, which puts the entity in a position to respond 

proactively to risks.  

In addition, ERM best practices suggest that entities refresh their enterprise risks in the same time window as 

their strategic planning time horizon and use that risk information in planning. Therefore, it is helpful if entities 

can anticipate risks on the horizon using forward-looking information, typically derived from more external than 

internal sources.4 The above risk sensing dashboard accomplishes this task.  

                                                                            

4 NC State Enterprise Risk Management, MBA 518 Course Notes extracted from Dr. Mark Beasley’s lecture.  

Risk Drivers 

Previous Exposure of Driver Risk Appetite of Driver Current Exposure of Primary Risk 

Participant L: Risk Sensing Dashboard Example 
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The above KRI dashboard is also distributed alongside the risk sensing dashboard to provide an overview of the 

status of each identified risk’s respective KRIs. The risk sensing dashboard previously displayed is summarized 

into one of the five blocks of this summary KRI dashboard to provide a deeper look at the status of each risk’s 

drivers based on their key risk indicators. Green KRIs are classified as being at an acceptable level and are 

managed appropriately. Yellow KRIs are also considered at an acceptable level, but close monitoring is required. 

Red KRIs are outside of expected values and response is recommended. Finally, the grey color indicates that data 

is not yet consistently available to provide status and response recommendations. The benefit of this view is that 

it enables management to quickly review the status of each risk based on its risk drivers, which are further broken 

down into their KRIs for effective and efficient monitoring, review, and response.  

Participant L – Summary KRI Dashboard 
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Risk 1 affects 

all 3 

departmental 

objectives.  

 

Participant I utilizes a bubble plot to convey enterprise 

risk information. Each bubble represents an enterprise 

risk, the size of the bubble represents the potential 

impact to the organization, and the directional arrows 

reveal the interrelationships of the risks. The quadrants 

of the graph are categorized according to the activities 

that would be required for risks in those quadrants: 

Monitor, Seek, Manage, and Avoid. Here is a description 

of what a risk signifies when they are plotted within 

either of these four quadrants.  

 

 Monitor: The risk has a low downside potential 

and a low upside potential.  

 Seek: The risk has a low downside potential and 

a high upside potential. 

 Manage: The risk has a high downside potential and a high upside potential.  

 Avoid: The risk has a high downside potential and a low upside potential.  

 

Interestingly, this graph illustrates the both the downside and opportunistic sides of enterprise risk management. 

Those risks that fall in the seek category have the most opportunity since they present high upside potential met 

with minimal downside potential. Traditionally, mitigation is thought to be the most appropriate response to 

risk, but as evidenced above there are those we want to seek or manage instead.  

The red arrows illustrate the impact that risks have on other risks. The thickness of the arrow reflects how strongly 

one risk could influence another. Also, the colored stars displayed in the bubble plot show how departmental 

objectives are affected by enterprise risks. For example, enterprise risks 1 and 2 affect the timeliness of paid 

claims, their full compliance, and their accuracy. This bubble plot exemplifies the power meaningful visuals have 

on the communication of the message.  

 

 

 

 

 

Participant I: Risk Connections Dashboard Example 
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The Tree map chart 

depicts the relative 

number of findings from 

each line of business. 

Overarching risk 

finding metrics 

and how they are 

trending month to 

month.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The above reveals an all-encompassing view of a dashboard Participant R developed to track their risk findings 

by each line of business (LOB), which are then rolled up into this Enterprise Findings Summary dashboard. Risk 

findings are the results of risk assessments conducted for each line of business. Starting at the upper-left section 

of the dashboard, the Findings Summary displays a snapshot of open and closed risk findings against the total 

number of findings each month. Closed risk findings are those that have been evaluated and are being managed. 

Open findings are those that require additional risk management attention.  

Moving clockwise, the Findings by LOB tree map reveals how many risk findings are coming out of each line of 

business. In the lower right-corner, the Findings by Source illustrates where each finding was sourced such as 

regulatory, self-identified, internal audit, and more. Then in the Findings by Risk Rating section, the audience is 

given a status update on how the recent risk findings are rated. We see a small sliver of red, indicating critical risk 

findings, a larger piece of yellow, conveying moderate rated risk findings, and another large segment of orange, 

showing high rated findings. Then the dashboard rounds out with the Key Metric Trends section, which shows 

how relevant risk finding metrics are trending month over month. This participant has a defined process in place 

for tracking their risk findings and uses these findings to inform and update the next steps in the ERM cycle.  

  

Participant R: Enterprise Findings Summary Example 
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Software Used to Produce Risk Dashboards 
Of the 18 participants that have risk management dashboards in place, nine use only the Microsoft Office Suite, 

which includes Excel, Publisher, PowerPoint, SharePoint, Outlook, and Teams. Five organizations use Microsoft 

Office and include data visualization software in their risk dashboard development process. Four organizations 

use dedicated governance, risk management and compliance (GRC) software. 

 

Participants reported Microsoft Office software produces dashboards that are well received by senior 

management and boards of directors. The benefits of using Microsoft Office applications are that most 

organizations already utilize the software across the business so there is no immediate need for new software or 

IT support as there can be with dedicated GRC software. The limitations of the Microsoft Office Suite are that 

there is no ability to drill down into risk indicators, and the update process is highly manual and time consuming. 

In fact, the manual aspect of the Microsoft Office applications was the most common concern about the 

software.  

For data visualization, we observed that some participants use Tableau and Microsoft’s Power BI. Both 

applications can extract data from SQL databases, Excel, and Access files to create dashboards that are 

interactive and offer the ability to drill down. One of the advantages of using data visualization software to 

augment the Microsoft Office applications is that it allows different dashboards to be created and easily updated 

for different audiences.  
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The three organizations that use dedicated GRC software were in the finance, insurance, and health care 

industries. The applications are powerful tools that offer the ability to drill down into risk data. It is also much 

easier to develop different dashboards for different audiences using GRC software. The downsides to these 

applications are that they can be costly to implement, and they require either dedicated inhouse IT support or a 

support contract with the software developer. While updating the data in these applications is still a manual 

process, it is not as time consuming as using the Microsoft Office applications.  

Not all GRC software is created equally, and some of them are not well suited for risk reporting purposes. This is 

because some GRC applications are intended for internal audit or compliance use rather than functions like 

strategy and risk that are more qualitative than quantitative. We did receive some great advice related to 

determining what GRC software is best suited for ERM reporting. One of our participants recommended to first 

develop KRIs and build the foundation of an ERM dashboard using applications like Excel. This allows KRIs to be 

developed and analyzed for effectiveness, and it allows the ERM team to determine the best reporting format 

for senior management and board members. Having a rough dashboard to start will help determine what 

software will best suit the needs for ERM reporting. The two GRC applications we saw being used by case study 

participants were RSA Archer and OnSpring.  

While a GRC software may already be in use by an entity, it may not fit the needs for risk reporting. Rather than 

trying to force enterprise risk reporting to work within a GRC application that was already in use for internal audit 

purposes, one participant found that using the Microsoft Office Suite was a better alternative.  

Process Improvements 
Regardless of the software used, across all dashboard development processes observed, there is some 

component of the process that is manual. These manual processes include interviewing risk owners, gathering 

data from risk owners and other internal and external sources. The person or team that manages the ERM 

dashboard must then sift through the data that is provided to them to validate it before it gets updated into the 

dashboard. It may not be possible to automate narrative based data that is extracted from sources like the news 

and professional journals. Every participant that was producing dashboards reported they would like to increase 

the level of automation in updating key metrics and data.  

GRC software can reduce some of the manual work involved in updating the dashboard. For the GRC software to 

work well it should be capable of handling qualitative as well as quantitative data. If a GRC software is not 

currently being used, ERM teams can take this opportunity to determine what features they want and need out 

of a potential GRC software. If a GRC software is not desired or is cost prohibitive, visualization software like 

Microsoft’s PowerBI or Tableau, will allow for the automatic updates to graphics used in dashboards. They also 

allow for more analysis than the Microsoft Office applications are capable of.  

Participants also want to improve their process for developing more data driven KRIs. Seventeen participants use 

metric driven data for their KRIs. In this case, we use metric driven to indicate data that is measurable rather than 
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qualitative. Two organizations are still in the process of developing KRIs. Participants in heavily regulated 

industries like utilities, finance, and insurance, tended to maintain the same KRIs over longer periods of time than 

participants in the retail and wholesale trade industry that reevaluate their KRIs more often. “More often” in this 

case means, at least annually. The risk management programs in heavily regulated industries are often driven by 

compliance issues, so their KRIs are often tied to regulatory guidelines. But the risk management programs in 

retail and manufacturing industries are often informed more by industry and market changes. Industries and 

markets can evolve quickly which may require more frequent changes to KRIs to ensure that they are still 

meaningful measures.  

For the foreseeable future, most organizations expect there will continue to be a manual part of the dashboard 

update process. However, as new tools become available to analyze and organize the data that goes into 

dashboards, there is an expectation that some of the manual effort can be reduced. In addition, software 

products for risk reporting continue to improve and could become a powerful addition to the risk dashboard 

process that reduces the amount of time spent updating the dashboard and allows for more real time 

communication of risk information.  

Conclusion 
Throughout this report we have covered several different topics concerning dashboards. These topics include: 

 A comparison of dashboard practices such as how many risks are included on the dashboard and how 

frequently the dashboard is distributed. 

 A look into dashboard best practices and some sample dashboard applications from participating 

organizations. 

 An analysis of the different software tools that participants use to create their dashboards. 

 A discussion of the areas of dashboards that participants targeted for improvement, particularly the 

level of manual work required and the process for developing KRIs. 

After reviewing and discussing dashboard practices with case study participants, we have identified several key 

factors that one should consider when creating a risk dashboard for use by decision makers. The first factor one 

should consider is tailoring the information to your audience’s needs and preferences. We found that participants’ 

dashboard audiences tended to accept dashboards and use them more often when they included information 

that the audience could use in managing their area of responsibility. The next factor is keeping the dashboard 

simple and easy to understand. We received lots of feedback from participants that their dashboards had to be 

concise to prevent audiences from being overwhelmed with data. 
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One ERM leader stated that their goal regarding dashboard clarity is that extensive verbal instruction and 

interpretation on how to use the dashboard should not be necessary for leaders to make decisions from the data 

visualized. 

 

We also found that drill down options usually helped to overcome the gap between too much information and 

the need for detail.  

The final factor that makes for effective dashboard reporting is the inclusion of forward-looking information that 

captures evolving risk environments. We have found this can mostly be done by capturing trends or leading 

indicator or risk driver data and incorporating call-to-action graphics as we discussed in the practical applications 

section of the report. 

Using this report, ERM leaders and dashboard creators can identify areas and techniques to apply in developing 

dashboards for the first time or in improving an existing dashboard so that it conveys information in a concise, 

visually appealing, action-oriented snapshot. Communicating critical risk information in this way can provide 

substantial value to the organization’s decision-making and planning processes. 

  

“[The ERM team] shouldn’t have to be in the 

room to explain [the dashboard], it should 

be clear.” 

-ERM Leader 
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APPENDIX A: Interview Questions 
Company and Organizational Information: 

 Confirm the following census data: Industry, total revenue, market capitalization, total assets. 

 What is the organizational structure of the ERM function, and the individuals involved? 

o How many full-time equivalents (FTEs) are devoted to ERM?  

o What is the title of the ERM lead? 

o Where does ERM report in the organization? (Ex: through CFO organization, legal, etc.) 

o How many reporting levels are there between the CEO and ERM leader?  

Dashboard Organization:  

 Can you provide us with a redacted sample of your dashboard?  

 How many risks are reported on the dashboard? 

o What types of risks are reported? (Operational, Strategic, Financial, etc.)  

 Does the dashboard report historical information?  

 Does the dashboard report forward looking information? Please provide an example. 

 Does the dashboard show trends?  If so, how (graphs, arrows, colors, etc.)? 

 Does the dashboard show relevant KRIs or other metrics? 

o Does the dashboard include risk appetite/tolerance thresholds?  

 Is there an ability to “drill down” on specific risks, or is it a static report (may relate to a 

question on software below)?  

o Is there an ability to drill down on corporate vs. region vs. district risk data?  

 Are there different reports for different audiences? 

o If so, how many and how do they differ?  

o Does anyone use a dashboard to also assist with ERM calendar functionality and/or 

survey functionality? 

Dashboard Preparation: 

 How is the data gathered to update the dashboard? 

o Use a software tool or manually? 

 If a software tool is used, what is it? 

 If a software tool is used, how satisfied are you with that tool? 

 If manually, how much effort is required to produce it?  

o Is data gathered from internal or external sources?  
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o Role of ERM team vs. risk owners in update process? 

 How frequently is the dashboard updated/produced? 

o Is there different timing for different audiences (board vs. management, for example)? 

o How are KRIs created, tested, and adopted? 

 Who has access to editing the dashboards? 

Dashboard Distribution: 

 Who receives the dashboards (levels of the organization)? 

o Does everyone receive the same version? Or is there a different dashboard for the 

Board of Directors vs senior management vs ERM team? 

o Are there limits on access to dashboards between the various levels of the company? 

 Are there recurring meetings where the dashboard is reviewed? 

o If so, what are those meetings, who is involved, and how frequent? 

Dashboard Effectiveness and Evolution: 

 Was the dashboard created internally or by a 3rd party?  

 How long has the current dashboard been used? 

o Have there been any changes to the dashboard over time? If so, what were they? 

o Can you provide any perspective into the development of the initial dashboard? 

Obstacles? Milestones?  

 How satisfied are you with the dashboard you currently use? 

o What do you believe is the best feature of the dashboard you use? 

o What business decisions, dialogue, and actions have been driven using the dashboard?  

 Have you gotten any feedback from users about the usefulness of the dashboard? 

o Individual business units vs. ERM Managers vs. Board of Directors 

 Is there anything you would like to improve or plan to improve on your dashboard? 

o If so, what? 

Final Question: 

 Is there anything else you would like to add about dashboard reporting?  
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APPENDIX B: List of Participants 

Participant Title of ERM Lead Reporting Structure 
Number of reporting 
levels between ERM 

lead and CEO 
Number of FTEs 

A Executive Director of 
ERM & Legal 
Operations 

Reports to General 
Council 

1 1 

B Assistant Vice 
President ERM 

Reports to Chief 
Legal officer who 

then reports to CEO 

2 3 

C Senior Director of 
Global Risk 

Management 

Reports to CFO who 
then reports to CEO 

2 21 

D Chief Operating 
Officer 

Reports to CEO 1 3 

E Vice President of Risk 
Management 

Reports to General 
Counsel who then 

reports to CEO 

2 4 

F Senior Risk Manager Reports to head of 
legal who then 

reports to CRO who 
then reports to CEO 

3 3 

G Chief Risk Officer Reports directly to 
CEO 

1 0 

H Chief Risk Officer Report directly to 
President 

1 2 

I Chief Risk Officer Reports to CFO who 
then reports to CEO 

2 22 

J Director of Enterprise 
Risk 

Reports directly to 
CEO 

1 1 

K ERM Director ERM director Reports 
to CFO who then 

reports to CEO 

2 3 
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L Senior Director of 
ERM 

Reports to CRO who 
then reports to CFO 
who then reports to 

CEO 

3 7 

M Director of ERM Report to Chief 
Strategy Officer 

1 3 

N Director Reports to General 
Counsel who then 

reports to CEO 

2 1 

O Vice President of 
Internal Audit 

Reports to CFO who 
then reports to CEO 

2 5 

P Chief Risk and 
Compliance Officer 

Reports to CEO  1 260 

Q Chief Risk Officer Reports to the 
General Counsel who 
then reports to CEO 

2 1 

R Chief Risk Officer Reports directly to 
CEO 

1 7 

S Director of Risk 
Management 

Reports to CRO who 
then to CEO 

2 3 

T Chief Risk Officer Report directly to 
CEO 

1 35 
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APPENDIX C: Participant Dashboards 
This appendix includes the sample dashboards that we obtained from participants in the case study. 

Most of these dashboards were in some way referenced in the body of this report. Readers should be 

aware that many of these may contain blank spaces where information had to be removed to ensure 

confidentiality.  

Participant A Dashboard 
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Participant B Dashboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spaces Left 

intentionally blank or 

redacted for 

example. 
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Participant H Dashboard 
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Participant L Dashboard 
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Participant I Dashboard 
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Participant R Dashboard 
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